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IJC Won’t Let US Be
 

The TLDR for IJC remains ‘it’s going to be a MASSIVE number, nobody is sure how big and

quite frankly, nobody is that sure how to process the number anyway’ 

 

As per previous weeks, the range of expectations (guesses) is huge, ranging from a low of

1.4m up to 8m.

 

If you force me to guess, and it is a complete guess, I’m going with 7.25m and an upward

revision on the previous to 6.9m 

The guys over at Pantheon had this to say last week –

"Google searches for 'file for unemployment' are now falling consistently on a W/W basis, by

about one third," and "if that trend continues, we’d expect headline claims next week to drop

to about 4.5M."
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"The hit to payrolls should be a bit less than that, because the gap between the surveys this

time is five weeks rather than four, but even after allowing for this, we reckon May payrolls will

be reported falling by about 19mln, driving the unemployment rate to 16% if none of the newly-

unemployed leave the labor force”

"If that proportion repeats in April, headline unemployment will be about 10%, matching the

peak after the Great Recession, but the true rate will be much higher, and it will rise further,

along with the published rate, over the next few months."

And via RTRS

Thursday’s weekly jobless claims report from the Labor Department will follow dismal data on

Wednesday showing a record drop in retail sales in March and the biggest decline in factory

output since 1946.

Economists are predicting the economy, which they believe is already in recession,

contracted in the first quarter at its sharpest pace since World War II.

Weekly jobless claims, the most timely data on the economy’s health, are being closely

watched for clues on the depth of the downturn, when the waves of layoffs may let up and

when a recovery might start.

“The decline in economic activity is breathtaking,” said Joel Naroff, chief economist at Naroff

Economics in Holland, Pennsylvania. “While we will see an initial upturn once the economy

reopens, the strength and length of that recovery is not clear at all.”

Initial claims for state unemployment benefits probably totaled 5.105 million in the week

ended April 11, according to a Reuters survey of economists — a staggering number even

though lower than the previous week’s 6.606 million. Estimates in the survey were as high as

8 million.

Going by the average forecast, last week’s claims data would bring the cumulative

unemployment benefits claims to more than 20 million since the week ending March 21.

Something to be mindful of is what happened last week, where the Fed announced another

huge round of CV19 support at exactly the same time as the abysmal labour data landed (this

was not an accident).

I’m not suggesting we should expect a repeat of this today, just be on your toes.

Chart Of The Day- Leaders and Laggards



Polls show that Mr Trump’s approval rating has increased by only a couple of percentage

points since March 11th, the day the World Health Organisation declared the virus a pandemic.

This compares poorly with other world leaders. According to data from Morning Consult, a

pollster, Emmanuel Macron’s approval has jumped by eight percentage points in the same

period; Boris Johnson’s has surged by 14 points; Justin Trudeau’s by a whopping 18 points. Of

the eight world leaders in Morning Consult’s sample, only Abe Shinzo of Japan and Jair

Bolsonaro of Brazil have fared worse.

I was pretty vocal at the time when Trump gave his first presser on CV19 (you remember the

one where he pushed Pence under the bus whilst also saying that there was nothing to worry

about.. yeah, that one), that we could be witnessing the beginning of the end for Trump.

Well, it’s a couple months down the line (I think, what year is this again??), and I continue to

stand by that statement, just as I continue to stand by my lay of Trump at 1.72 on Betfair –

You’re welcome, those of you that followed me in on that (Looking at you Sim!)

At some point, the markets will be forced to turn their attention to the election, and as it

stands, the risks are to the downside for equities if ‘business-friendly’ Trump’s throne is

usurped.

WuFlu Update

DEATHS AND INFECTIONS

April 16 (Reuters) - Reported cases of the coronavirus crossed 2.05 million globally and more

than 136,600 people have died, according to a Reuters tally as of 0200 GMT on Thursday.

AMERICAS

* Total confirmed cases in the United States stood at 636,604 and deaths at 30,885,

according to the latest Reuters tally.

* Hospitalisations fell for a second day in New York, showing signs that the hardest-hit U.S.

state is gaining some control over the outbreak, Governor Andrew Cuomo said.

* U.S. President Donald Trump's move to halt funding to the WHO over its handling of the

pandemic prompted condemnation from world leaders.

* U.S. Senate Democrats unveiled a $30 billion plan to vastly increase nationwide testing for

the coronavirus.



* Mexico reported 448 new cases and 43 new deaths, bringing the total to 5,847 cases and

449 deaths.

* Haiti has decided to reopen its key textile industry next week, suggesting the nation had

escaped the worst of the pandemic by imposing early on a state of emergency.

* A two-month-old baby born to Warao indigenous refugees from Venezuela has tested

positive, the mayor's office in the Brazilian city of Manaus said on Wednesday.

EUROPE

* WHO said countries that ease restrictions should wait at least two weeks to evaluate the

impact, as some European countries including Spain and Austria have begun small-scale

steps to reduce severe lockdown.

* Nearly 700 sailors assigned to the French aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle's naval group

have tested positive for the coronavirus, the armed forces ministry said.

* Britain's virus outbreak is probably peaking, but it is too early to start relaxing restrictions,

officials said.

* Northern Ireland will keep coronavirus restrictions in place for another three weeks, First

Minister Arlene Foster said.

* Spain's prime minister promised more testing to try to build on a decline in daily deaths.

* Belgium has extended measures to control the spread of the coronavirus to May 3, with a

slight easing of restrictions to allow home improvement stores and garden centres to open.

* A 106-year-old great-grandmother, thought to be the oldest patient in Britain to beat the

novel coronavirus, was discharged from hospital to applause from nurses and health workers.

* Portugal's virus curve has flattened but the good news is not enough for the country to lift

lockdown measures and reopen its economy, government ministers said.

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

* China reported 46 new cases in the mainland, the same as a day earlier. Total cases stand at

82,341 as of Wednesday.

* U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo pressed China's top diplomat on the need for full

transparency and information sharing regarding the coronavirus outbreak.

* Japan urged its citizens to stay home, as media reports warned that as many as 400,000

could die without urgent action, and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe came under pressure to hand

out more cash.

* Australian prime minister urged schools to reopen after Easter holidays so students do not

lose a year of education and parents can work.

* India has agreed to sell hydroxychloroquine tablets to Malaysia, with New Delhi partially

lifting its bar on exports of the anti-malarial drug.

* South Korea proposed a second supplementary budget for this year worth 7.6 trillion won

($6.2 billion) to fund cash payments promised to low- and middle-income families to ease the

economic impact of the coronavirus outbreak.



* Australia's Crown Resorts Ltd said it has stood down about 95% of its employees due to the

suspension of gaming and other non-essential services at its Melbourne and Perth resorts.

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

* Qatar detained dozens of migrant workers and expelled them last month after telling them

they were being taken to be tested for the new coronavirus, human rights group Amnesty

International said.

* Iran's president said the outbreak had not hit the farm sector and citizens did not need to

worry about food supplies.

* Yemen's war-scarred hospitals are marshalling resources to face the outbreak which has yet

to make clear inroads in the country, with the little testing that has been done uncovering just

one case.

ECONOMIC FALLOUT

* World stock markets fell, while bonds and the dollar held on to hefty gains, after a

coronavirus-driven plunge in U.S. retail sales and factory production and increasing gloomy

economic outlooks for Asia.

* Economic fallout from the coronavirus outbreak will cost Illinois $7.3 billion in revenue for the

current and next fiscal year, Governor J.B. Pritzker said on Wednesday.

* Japanese business confidence plunged to fresh decade lows in April as firms reported

widespread damage from the pandemic, the Reuters Tankan survey showed.

* Finance officials from the G20 major economies are set to finalise an agreement for some 76

countries to have debt payments worth a combined $20 billion suspended.

* Canada's economy shrank a record 9% in March from February, Statistics Canada said in a

flash estimate.

* The Bank of Canada on Wednesday said the outbreak was set to trigger the biggest ever

near-term domestic slump but expressed optimism the economy might be able to start

reopening by June.

* U.S. electricity demand last week plunged to a near 17-year low as government travel and

work restrictions caused businesses to shut, according to analysts and the Edison Electric

Institute (EEI) trade group.

* Harley-Davidson Inc HOG.N said it had temporarily laid off most of its global production

employees and implemented salary cuts in a bid to lower costs.

* Countries in the Middle East and Central Asia region will see a contraction this year bigger

than the one seen during the 2008 global financial crisis and the 2015 oil price shock, the

International Monetary Fund said.

* Africa is expected to reverse an economic contraction next year as containment measures

are eased, the IMF said, but the impact will be felt for years to come.

Headline Roundup

Coronavirus Closures Froze Swaths of U.S. Economy in March



WASHINGTON—Large chunks of the U.S. economy froze in March as the coronavirus

pandemic closed malls, restaurants, factories and mines, causing Americans to cut retail

spending by a record amount and the country’s industrial output to plunge at the steepest

rate in more than 70 years.

Retail sales, a measure of purchases at stores, gasoline stations, restaurants, bars and online,

fell by a seasonally adjusted 8.7% in March from a month earlier, the biggest month-over-

month decline since the records began in 1992, the Commerce Department said Wednesday.

Sales at clothing stores plunged by more than 50%, while spending on motor vehicles,

furniture, electronics and sporting goods fell by double digits.

The Federal Reserve separately said U.S. industrial production—a measure of factory, utility

and mining output, which includes oil and natural gas production—fell a seasonally adjusted

5.4% in March, its biggest monthly drop since 1946. Manufacturing output, the biggest

component of industrial production, decreased 6.3% from the prior month, also the biggest

drop since the end of World War II.

Meantime, a measure of U.S. home-builder confidence collapsed at a record rate, with the

National Association of Home Builders saying its housing market index fell to 30 in April, from

72 the prior month.

“We’re in a deep freeze and the chill is bone-chilling,” said Diane Swonk, chief economist at

Grant Thornton, who described the March reports as a prelude of things to come. “That’s what

you get in response to a lockdown.”

The Fed also reported Wednesday that U.S. economic activity “contracted sharply and

abruptly” throughout the country as a result of the pandemic, resulting in lost jobs and lower

wages.

The central bank said in its “beige book”—a periodic report of business anecdotes from

around the country—that companies expect conditions to worsen in the near future and they

foresaw more job cuts ahead. This edition of the report contains information through April 6,

when the virus-related shutdowns had been in effect in most places for several weeks.

March’s decline “is literally unprecedented,” said Craig Johnson, president of the retail

consulting firm Customer Growth Partners. “Clearly, April will be the cruelest month,” he said,

since it was only in mid-March that widespread business closures began.

Trump Threatens to Adjourn Congress Over Nominees

President Trump threatened to adjourn both chambers of Congress so he can appoint his

nominees for key positions without confirmation by the Senate.

During a news conference at the White House on Wednesday, Mr. Trump called on

lawmakers to formally adjourn the House and Senate so he can make recess appointments

for positions he said were important to the administration’s response to the coronavirus

pandemic.

The Senate, which confirms a president’s nominees, has been conducting what are called pro

forma sessions while lawmakers are back in their states.

No legislative business is conducted during these brief meetings, which sometimes last only a

few minutes, but they technically prevent the president from making recess appointments.

If lawmakers don’t agree to adjourn and end the pro forma sessions, “I will exercise my

constitutional authority to adjourn both chambers of Congress,” Mr. Trump said. “The current

practice of leaving town while conducting phony pro forma sessions is a dereliction of duty

that the American people cannot afford during this crisis. It’s a scam, what they do.”



Among the appointments Mr. Trump said he wanted to make was his nominee to head the

agency that oversees Voice of America, conservative filmmaker Michael Pack, who has been

blocked by Democrats. The White House has accused the government-backed news

organization of spreading foreign propaganda, a charge VOA strongly denies.

In addition to the VOA nominee, Mr. Trump pointed to his nominee to be the director of

national intelligence, as well as nominees for positions on the Federal Reserve’s Board of

Governors, and in the Treasury Department and the Agriculture Department.

The Constitution gives the president the power to adjourn Congress in the rare circumstances

of a disagreement between the two chambers over when to adjourn. In modern practice,

however, Congress stays in session throughout most of the year and no president has ever

exercised the authority to adjourn it

Banks Brace for Consumer Pain, but Wall Street Trading Arms Shine

For Americans checking their retirement accounts, the market’s swings during the first quarter

were a horror show. For Wall Street’s traders, they were a windfall.

Big banks’ trading desks posted their strongest results in years during the first three months

of 2020—when the deepening coronavirus crisis wreaked havoc on the markets—buying and

selling trillions of dollars worth of stocks and bonds, commodities and interest-rate products.

Goldman Sachs Group Inc.’s debt traders had their best three-month stretch in five years,

pulling in nearly $3 billion. Bank of America Corp.’s stock traders’ $1.7 billion in revenue was a

quarterly record.

Those firms and others had to contend with traders working from backup sites and from

makeshift setups at home. The most volatile conditions in years collided with a prohibition on

congregating in close quarters like trading floors.

Executives also had to balance the opportunity for profits with the safety of staff. JPMorgan

Chase JPM & Co. was slow to act, leading to a coronavirus outbreak on its Manhattan stock-

trading floor. Overall, the four major investment banks that have reported quarterly results so

far made $23 billion in trading revenue, 31% more than the same period a year ago.

“March was the most extraordinary month of my career,” said Jim Esposito, a 25-year veteran

of Goldman and co-head of its trading arm. “We had both a spike in client volumes and spike

in volatility. That’s a very potent combination that had been missing for quite some time.”

The results were one of the few bright spots in otherwise bleak financial reports. Profit fell

between 45%, at Bank of America, and 89%, at Wells Fargo & Co., after banks set aside

billions of dollars to cover expected losses on loans in what is likely to be a painful recession.

Morgan Stanley, slated to release results Thursday, will be the last of the major U.S. banks to

give a first-quarter update.

The results show how Wall Street has changed since the financial crisis. Today’s banks carry

smaller inventories of securities than they once did. Wary of risk and regulatory snafus, they

turn it over more quickly and don’t make the same proprietary bets they did before the 2008

crisis.

Italian debt sinks after ‘corona bond’ plan falters

Italian government bonds are coming under increasing pressure despite the European Central

Bank’s huge asset-purchase programme, as investors worry about the enormous debt load

Italy and other eurozone members are taking on to combat the coronavirus crisis.



A sell-off in Italy’s government debt extended to a second day on Wednesday, pushing the

country’s 10-year yield to a four-week high of more than 1.8 per cent. Bonds issued by Greece,

Portugal and Spain also weakened.

The gap between Italian and German yields — a measure of risk in eurozone bond markets —

widened to more than 2.2 percentage points, reversing more than half of the narrowing seen

since the announcement of the ECB’s €750bn Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme on

March 18.

The shake-up underlines that without a way to pool risk across all euro members, investors

will be forced to focus on the financial risk each country is taking on to fight the pandemic.

“What matters to markets is the sense that we are not seeing solidarity at a time of crisis.

Instead, it’s every man for himself,” said Mark Dowding, chief investment officer at BlueBay

Asset Management. “That is going to fuel Euroscepticism, which eventually sees fears of a

break-up getting priced in. As an investor, I think that dynamic is more important than the finer

points of any eurozone deal.”

Fears over debt sustainability have intensified since eurozone finance ministers last week

failed to include jointly issued so-called “corona bonds” in their crisis-fighting package. An

Italian push for shared debt was squashed by Germany and the Netherlands, which prefer to

see relief efforts channelled through the eurozone’s bailout fund.

Italy’s debt burden will rise to more than 150 per cent of gross domestic product this year, up

from 134 per cent last year, Rabobank is projecting. Debt will climb to 108 per cent of output in

Spain and 128 per cent in Portugal, while Germany will see a much more modest rise to 63

per cent, according to the bank

U.K. to Decide on Lockdown Extension as Virus Seen Hitting Peak

The British government is facing increasing calls to explain how and when it will lift restrictions

on public life, as other European countries such as France and Italy begin to relax lockdown

measures. Since March 23, U.K. citizens have only been allowed to leave their homes for

essential work, exercise, and purchasing food or medicine.

The challenge for Raab is balancing the danger that lifting restrictions might increase

infections against the potential harm to people’s health and welfare of a long shutdown.

Whitty, who is part of the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies that counsels Raab and

the government, said they are closely watching the rate of transmission of the virus -- the so-

called ‘r’ value -- a measure of how many people are infected by any one individual with

covid-19 in the U.K.

“It’s between about 0.5 and about 1,” he said. “The more we have an understanding of where

that is, which will happen as we go over the next 10 days or so, the more easy it is for us to

judge exactly how we can go through to the next phase.”

Elsewhere in the virus response effort, Health Secretary Matt Hancock announced measures

to address growing concerns about care homes, after claims they were being neglected in the

crisis.

The plans included:

Testing all care home residents who are discharged from hospital for the virus, before being

re-admitted to their care home

All symptomatic care home residents being tested



Testing all social care workers and people in their households

Increasing supplies of personal protective equipment to care homes

CIRCUIT BREAKERS (Apr 16)

E-MINI S&P:

During non-US trading hours

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (2635.50 downside/ 2913.50 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 2580.00

Level 2: 13% drop to 2413.00

Level 3: 20% decline to 2218.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*NASDAQ

During non-US trading hours

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (8149.75 downside/ 9008.75 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 7978.00

Level 2: 13% drop to 7462.50

Level 3: 20% decline to 6861.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*DOW JONES:

During non-US trading hours

Jun'20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (22195 downside/ 24545 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 21725

Level 2: 13% drop to 20315

Level 3: 20% decline to 18670

Model Portfolio

As mentioned yesterday and as alerted in real-time on @PiQViP, I chopped out half the Gold

position, locking in a very tidy profit.

The softness in equities was welcomed, obviously, given the short Russell pos, I remain more

than happy with the positioning of that.

I’ve mentioned that I have a few ideas swirling away in the grey matter, one that is getting

hard to ignore is shorting AUD, unfortunately, the reversal has occurred quicker than I

imagined it would have. I’m not minded to chase it down, more than happy to wait for a

bounce to sell. And if it doesn’t bounce, I’m fine with letting that slip away.



Of course, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/piqvip


Looking Ahead

Obviously, the main draw of today is US Initial Jobless Claims which, for the 4th week on the

spin is going to be grim.

Keep an eye on the Continued Claimant counts as well, there was some chat last week that

there could be a huge backlog in that number so, if true, we could see today’s number

pumped well above the top of the range of expectations.

We’ve also got the Philly Fed data for April out (at the same time as the jobs data), thankfully

this is April’s reading so data we can finally appreciate.

Worth mentioning the EU Industrial Production data, due at 10:00BST, but only to remind you

that it’s for the period of February, so ignore it.

Finally, May WTI (CL) Options expire at the energy close today (19:30BST)

The war of words over reopening the US economy continues to gather pace, be alert for

headlines from both Trump and Governors.

Keep it tight!
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